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Zornitsa Stoyanova projects 
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“She is Baroque. Her gestures are precise, 
formal...they are telling us something and it is 
amazing. I want to keep hearing it. “ 

~ Megan Bridge, thinkingdance.net 

Supporters and Presenters: 

U.S.  

<fidget> Space 

Mascher Space Cooperative  

CEC new Edge Mix 

NY Dance Exchange 

Live Arts Fringe Festival, Philadelphia 

Danspace Project — after school series 

Hubbard Hall — Vanguard series  

New Dance Alliance: Performance Mix Festival 

NEXUS Gallery—Influx Series 

Inhale Performance Series 

Little Berlin Gallery  

 

 

Marlboro College—Embodied Learning Symposium  

Bennington College—summer residency 

Rutgers Camden Center for the Arts 

 

International 

eXplore Dance Festival, Romania 

One Dance Week, Plovdiv, Bulgaria 

Wanted Festival , Rennes, France 

Kontakt Budapest, Hungary 
Stary Browar Novy Taniec, Poland 
 

Low Lives Festival—online live video festival 
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Selected Works: 

Mylar Storms – 2013 to present 

Mylar Storms is an ongoing research in falling horizons and disorient-

ing dreamscapes. It questions identity and perception. Through paral-

lel development of sculpture, photography, installation, video and 

performance practice, it activates the viewers and in 2016 will culmi-

nate in a public art event, bordering the line between interactive installation and perfor-

mance.  Photography and video art available for exhibit.  

 

Chrysalis – experimental dance film (2015 – 9m35s) 

An experimental dance film, chrysalis is a study of shifting perspectives,     
surreal imagery and emerging and falling horizons. 
Created and conceived by Zornitsa Stoyanova as part of her ongoing research 
in using Mylar sculptures and the moving body. 

 

Improvisation Performances (ongoing 15 – 30 min.) 

Zornitsa regularly performs solo and group improvisations. Her scores are of-

ten theatrical and interactive, using light and focusing on emotional states, 

contrasting physical qualities and gestural content. Presently she is working 

with Graffito Works company a site specific improvisation dance company 

based in Philadelphia. 

shatter ::: dawn (2013 – 65 min.) 

dance installation event 

5 performers ::: 10 audience 

shatter ::: dawn is an invitation to view the body as an object vs. an interac-

tive social creature.  It explores the body as a container for multiplicity of 

meaning, shape shifting into recognizable cultural images and abstract 

shapes. 

Paper Duchess (2012 – solo improvisation 20 min.) 

Zornitsa presents ways of deconstructing communication and attempts to 

translate, internal and external narratives through the body. 
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“Zornitsa moves like a whip, a house falling in on itself, a quick-
ly organizing bridge of bones, a planting of the minutia of gaze, 
fingers and toes. Her characters are exuberantly embodied 
heavy creatures; physically inhabited visions of extraordinary 
and ordinary states.  

 
She is as dedicated to the proliferation of dance as she is to 
the search for dramatic and meaningful experiences therein. 
Her work displays an inner logic that is intensely visual within 
the context of a complex and highly adaptive kinesthetic 
realm. “  

                                                   ~ Erin Desmond, choreographer  
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Artist Statement 

Primarily a dance maker, I also do lighting, graphic design, work with video and sound, and am heavi-

ly influenced by visual art. My most recent project has gotten me into producing photography and in-

teractive sculpture. All this I use as my inspiration in creating imaginative, nonlinear and interactive 

events. I am enchanted with the possibility of putting many forms of artistic expression into one self-

referential and emotionally coherent experience.  

 

In performance, I explore different kinds of traditional and not so traditional mediums merging dance 

and installation art.  I’m interested in making live installations and in the core of my work is a   perfor-

mance practice that is always reactive, interactive and alive, distilling the fourth wall between the 

stage and the audience.  I strive to bring my audience in an alternative reality where conventional 

rules don’t exist and through series of strong images and interactive experiments they each have a 

personal and unique experience. I look for challenging and experimental spaces to perform outside of 

the conventional theater format.  

 

I am also dedicated to supporting new dance in the Philadelphia community through promoting young 

choreographers works, feedback sessions and collaborative projects.  
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Teaching 

Zornitsa teaches Improvisation, Composition, and Dance for Camera and has done so in the U.S. and 

in Europe.   She merges many different influences in her classes most often using approaches bor-

rowed from Emergent Improvisation, her studies with Deborah Hay and Meg Stuart. 

All her classes are focused toward performance technique engulfing presence and an intimate under-

standing of the performance space and the self. 

 

For more information and for booking please contact her at zornitsa@herebegindance.com  

Upcoming workshops in Sept. 2015 in Sofia, Bulgaria and Budapest, Hungary.  



 

 

Zornitsa Stoyanova is a performance artist, curator, 

organizer, lighting and video designer based in Phil-

adelphia, PA. A native of Bulgaria, she holds B.A. in 

Dance and Sound Design from Bennington College, 

VT. After concluding her studies, she moved to Phil-

adelphia, PA where she started creating, producing 

and presenting performing art and video under the 

name Here[begin] Dance.  

In 2008 Zornitsa was a fellow with Headlong Performance Institute, where she focused on abstract 

character building, clowning and interactive theatrical performance. Later that year she studied with 

Deborah Hay.  Her studies with Hay sparked a new interest in performance presence and decon-

struction of communication thorough posture and gesture.  Since then, Zornitsa has sought out pro-

fessional development opportunities researching art practices in abstracting the body and looking 

for potential for meaning. She has studied with Miguel Gutierrez, Michelle Boule, Ishmael Houston 

Jones, Susan Rethorst, Fay Driscoll, Luciana Achugar, Danny Lepkoff amongst others.  

In 2011 she was an invited artist in Meet the Next Generation program, part of eXplore Dance Festi-

val in Bucharest, Romania, where she studied with Meg Stuart. This influenced her tremendously 

and furthered her research in abstracted gestural movement and theatrical presence. She questions 

the ideas of the constructed structures of performance and pushes the boundaries of social proprie-

ty. Most recently, she is deeply inspired by light and artists like Anthony McCall, James Turrell and 
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Japanese choreographer Naoko Tanaka.  Mylar reflective material and custom lighting are inte-

gral part of her most recent work and in September 2015, she is starting a yearlong residency at 

<fidget> space in Philadelphia.  

Zornitsa is a supporter for a sustainable dance community.  From 2006 until 2010, she was a 

member of Mascher Space Cooperative and is deeply invested in helping further conversation 

and collaboration in the dance community. As Here[begin] Dance she has curated and produced 

Current: an evening of dance and art and Dance Cinema Projects from 2007 until 2011.  She 

has hosted and organized multiple workshops for the community and taught free workshops in 

making web sites for artists and budgeting. In February 2015, she started a community dance 

workshop in collaboration with <fidget> space called Get What You Need.  Along with fellow art-

ist Kristen Shahverdian and Jacelyn Biondo, Zornitsa is curating a weekend long DIY festival 

called Move Dance Think Fest – with the goal to create more discourse and conversation be-

tween artists working with similar ideas.  She teaches improvisation technique for performance 

and has done so in Philadelphia, France, Hungary and her native Bulgaria.   

Zornitsa has choreographed and performed numerous dances, improvisations and human instal-

lations.  Her work has been presented in Philadelphia as well as at Joyce SoHo and Danspace 

Project at St. Mark’s Church in NYC; Hubbart Hall in Cambridge, NY; Wanted Festival in 

Rennes, France; and her native Sofia, Bulgaria.  She has danced with Emergent Improvisation 

Project, based in Vermont, Lionel Popkin Dance, Cie Willi Dorner, Eiko and Koma, Group Motion 

Dance, Idiosyncrazy Productions, <fidget>, Nicole Bindler and others in Philadelphia. While 

dancing with Emergent Improvisation Project, Zornitsa was featured on the cover of “Composing 

While Dancing” book by Melinda Buckwalter.  



 

 

Zornitsa Stoyanova and Here[begin] Dance in the Press: 

Thinkingdance.net 

Aesthetic Immersion at shatter ::: dawn 

By Becca Weber 

June 3, 2013  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…... 

As they stood still, the audience milled about and took in the installation: the room was 

filled with not only nude bodies, but also light beams scattered from huge silver mylar 

sculptures, and white crepe paper clumps. The audience had agency; this was an im-

mersive experimental work, not a sit-quietly-in-a-dark-theatre performance. Spectators 

chose where to be, what to see, for how long. It was like a museum. Nude dancers, all 

thin and pale-skinned, replaced Greek sculptures. That is, until they became activated.  

 

The tone of the room palpably changed. As the dancers walked circles around us, the 

audience enlivened and began shifting as well. Suddenly the performers formed a line 

and I perceived that we were behind a “fourth wall.” Their subtle differences in posture 

slowly transformed into grotesque affectations. This was no longer a pretty spectacle.  

…… 

Read full review here. 

http://www.thinkingdance.net/articles/2013/06/03/Aesthetic-Immersion-at-shatter-dawn


 

 

Thinkingdance.net 

Listening: Improvised Performances at Falls Bridge 

By Megan Bridge 

Jan. 18, 2012 

............ 

Enter a large white figure in a dress made of paper...skirt illuminated from the inside with dan-

gling (no, they’re stuffed into her socks, I see later) flashlights. Arms, upper body, and head held 

as if disconnected...a feeling further emphasized by the fact that the flashlights don’t illuminate 

the upper half of this lady-creature. She is Baroque. Her gestures are precise, formal...they are 

telling us something and it is amazing. I want to keep hearing it. I hear the sound of her fingertips 

crinkling on her paper skirt. She takes off the costume (too soon!), and it’s Zornitsa Stoyanova. 

She does a silent gesturing, clowning, flirting routine that is familiar to me. I love this dancer, this 

person, but I want to know more about that unfamiliar creature. The music (pop-ish, and again 

uncredited) at first closes down potentialities by putting a closed frame around my experience. 

But Stoyanova can move. She becomes creature again, humanoid this time, with so much 

depth...articulate and precise in face, hands, and limbs, embodied and expressive.  

.........  

read full review here. 

http://www.thinkingdance.net/articles/2012/01/18/3/Listening-Improvised-Performances-at-Falls-Bridge/


 

 

a review of Zornitsa's performance as the elephant in Lionel Popkin's "There is an Elephant in 

this dance" 

....... 

Popkin, Ishmael Houston-Jones, Carolyn Hall, and Zornitsa Stoyanova warmed up the audi-

ence by coming out and chatting up individuals, creating a lovely connection between us. As 

Stoyanova donned the elephant costume, she asked an audience member to help her. When 

she danced, hopping, mincing along on her knees, flapping her trunk, we felt affection for her. 

The elephant seemed pensive, dejected, and then brightened at times, on stage as well as in 

Kyle Ruddick and Cari Ann Shim's ghostly video projected throughout. 

......... 

 

read full article here 

Philadelphia Inquirer 

Lionel Popkin and Gabrielle Revlock on a 

dance double bill 

By Merilyn Jackson 

Published Mon, Nov. 21, 2011 

Photo by Brian Mengini 

http://articles.philly.com/2011-11-21/news/30425008_1_lionel-popkin-ishmael-houston-jones-elephant

